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Most legal industry leaders have still not systematized their approach to corporate transactions,

Are you promoting from within to staff your
deal teams or building them primarily from
outside?

Have you, as a buyer or seller, undertaken
identification and valuation of data sets of the
target company as a separate asset?

43%
Reaching out
to external
talent

65%
No

particularly due to a volatile regulatory and economic environment.
On May 30, 2019, Bloomberg Law convened the Leadership Forum – New York, sponsored by
Ankura, Epiq, Fulcrum GT, and Mindcrest, where regulators, in-house counsel, and law firm partners
shared insights on the impact of the regulatory landscape and technological disruption on corporate
transactions.
The day long Forum, now in its 5th year, convened over 200 attendees who were invited to provide
57%
Tapping resources
we’ve developed as
the go-to experts in
the company

their opinions on the impact of regulations on their process and strategy. 72 senior leaders from
corporate legal departments and law firms participated in the polling. Here are the results.

In general and when thinking the changing
business environment, what keeps you up at
night?

Have you been able to systematize antitrust
compliance and risk mitigation processes, or
is the environment too volatile?

Data breach

83%
No, our approach is re-formulated
for every/almost every deal

50%

Assuming the almost 100% likelihood of a
data breach, is it primarily an issue of:

6%

53%

34%

6%

35%
Yes

Which of these five possibilities is the most
risky in terms of deal failure?

Antitrust clearance
9%

Market volatility
16%

Foreign investment restrictions
15%

Inadequate internal controls
26%

Material adverse change
30%

Dawn raid
Financing failure/market volatility

6%

18%
Board relationships
2%

17%
Yes, we have a system that is in place
and only requires periodic adjustment

Investor
relations

Legal /
compliance

Public
relations

Market
value

Other (e.g. major customer complaints;
hostile or unsolicited deal/white knight;
insurance; catastrophic event)
27%

To read more about the Bloomberg Law Leadership Forum Series visit:
https://pro.bloomberglaw.com/bloomberg-law-leadership-forum/
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Live Polling Results
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About Bloomberg Law
Bloomberg Law integrates Bloomberg’s renowned news, company and financial data with exceptional primary and secondary legal research and business intelligence tools, delivering an advantage to legal
professionals who handle the most complex legal matters. Presented in a sophisticated yet easy-to-use interface, Bloomberg Law gives you unlimited desktop and mobile access to all of these materials—as often
as you want and whenever you want.Use Bloomberg Law’s innovative Search Bar to navigate the site, and find the tools and resources you need quickly. You can also take advantage of Bloomberg Law’s intuitive
Browse All Content menu for easy access to your favorite resources including Practice Centers, Legal Content, Transactional Content, News, and Business Intelligence & Analytics.
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